A city,
a story

M
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Exclusive

The Exclusive Meliá Cuba Tours
include new routes and engaging
local experiences so that visitors
can discover the architectural,
historical and heritage assets of
these attractions first-hand. But
above all our guests will have a
chance to connect with the island’s
people, their values and rich
spirituality on a different level by
immersing themselves in a variety
of traditions that make Cubans so
authentic and diverse.

eliá Hotels International
Cuba began 2018 with
establishments in the most
important heritage cities on the
island. Our new hotels in Cienfuegos
and Camagüey have been added
to the ones we already run in the
country’s capital, Havana, and in
Santiago de Cuba. By consolidating
our presence throughout the
country, Meliá Cuba can now invite
guests to try new experiences away
from the stunning beaches and
breath-taking natural settings that
make Cuba a stand-out destination
in the Caribbean.

Meliá Cuba Tours

Discover the stories and experiences
that Meliá Cuba provides on our
website: Meliacuba.com

SANTIAGO DE CUBA

CAMAGÜEY

The EXCLUSIVE MELIÁ CUBA TOURS
provide our guests with special
discounts on current tour rates,
which vary depending on the
number of company hotels you
choose for your trip:

3 OR 4 MELIÁ DESTINATIONS
5 OR MORE MELIÁ DESTINATIONS
These benefits apply for both our
heritage and holiday hotels so
guests can discover Cuba’s rich
diversity*.

CUBA… MORE THAN EVER
+30 HOTELS IN 10 DESTINATIONS

Santa Clara

Meliá Cuba Hotels

Follow our “heritage route” at:

ONE DESTINATION, MANY STORIES HAVANA, CIENFUEGOS, CAMAGÜEY, SANTIAGO DE CUBA
*Please consult the Exclusive Meliá Cuba Tours conditions with your local rep.

The holiday hotels forming part of the Exclusive Meliá Cuba Tours are:
Meliá Península Varadero, Meliá Marina Varadero, Sol Sirenas Coral, Meliá Cayo Santa María, Meliá Las Dunas,
Meliá Jardines del Rey and Sol Río de Luna y Mares.

